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MANUFACTURING NOBLE FIBRES SINCE 1808
Since its foundation under the First Empire, Brun de Vian-Tiran
has been pursuing its dedication to combining rigorous selection
and a constant search for the most beautiful natural fibres in the
world, with design inspired by nature and inventive manufacturing.
Your daily life can thus be enhanced by totally authentic softness,
reflecting the gentle lifestyle of the ancient town which saw the
beginnings of the company and where it continues to thrive today:
Isle sur la Sorgue, in Provence.

Agronomist, oenologist and PhD in
Cognitive Sciences, Jean-Louis Brun
first expressed his love for materials,
know-how and travel while making
fine wines on three different continents.
Today he has committed Brun
de Vian-Tiran not just to international
co-operation research projects into rare
materials, but also to a dialogue with
the general public through a sensorial
museum project devoted to noble fibres
which is planned to open in the summer
of 2018 in Isle-sur-la-Sorgue.
“The raw materials await our skills
to bring out their full beauty,
and our actions thus shape the world.”

In 1808, Charles Tiran joined his son-in-law, Laurent Vian, in

Jean-Louis Brun

creating a fulling mill on the banks of the Sorgue River.
Eight generations and 210 years later, their direct descendants,
Pierre Brun and his son Jean-Louis, are continuing the
adventure. Worker families, true craftsmen and women with
a deep love of noble fibres, have also accompanied the factory
through several generations. Brun de Vian-Tiran, like the
elegance and natural refinement of our fabrics, is timeless.

Pierre Brun, a textile engineer
with fifty years of rich experience,
working with his wool merchant
friend Claude Gutapfel, rediscovered
and built up the herds of very special
Merino sheep which produce the finest
wool in Europe: the trademarked
Mérinos d’Arles Antique®. He also
invented and perfected a metal teasel
which is unique in the world to create
the fluffiness of his fabrics, and has
preserved the fifteen specialized
skills necessary for the preparation
of these marvels in France.
“In our company, true progress
is based on tradition.”

Pierre Brun
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A NEVER-ENDING QUEST
FOR THE GREATEST POSSIBLE SOFTNESS

Une création
inspirée par
la nature
CREATIONS INSPIRED BY NATURE

Mérinos d’Arles Antique , Mongolian baby camel… Sometimes

The world becomes more gentle with Brun de

it takes 48 hours of travelling including eight hours on dirt

Vian-Tiran’s creations, inspired by Nature and revealing

tracks, or up to seven years of research, to gain a thousandth

all the softness it can hide. Beautiful raw materials

of a millimetre in fibre fineness. This is the price willingly paid

- and Nature - respond so well when treated with

to enhance the softness and comfort of our final products

respect! Our fabrics thus express the unique features

even further. Merino, Mohair, Alpaca, Cashmere… Brun de

and personalities of these noble fibres, preparing them

Vian-Tiran is constantly seeking, engaged in a never-ending

to be part of the lives of equally unique people.

®

quest for the greatest material and immaterial softness.

La quête sans fin
de la plus grande
douceur

This catalogue invites you to discover Merino throws which are the fruit
of an Excellence partnership, associating the creative talents of Brun de
Vian-Tiran with the ENSCI, the top French school of industrial design.
“A partnership which has been both inspiring and rigorous.”
Marion Lévy , Director of ENSCI-Textile Design
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FOR TOTAL SOFTNESS
FROM DAY TO DAY
THE STORY OF A LIFE-CHANGING
ENCOUNTER
The harsh extremes of Nature have provided us with
the noblest of fibres, which we then work on with
respect. The well-being, elegance and distinction
of our fabrics are offered to people of good taste,
appreciative of the highest craft skills, and attentive
to the quality of life and of naturalness. Each of

Des hommes
et des femmes,
des gestes
MEN AND WOMEN, HUMAN SKILLS
Our factory is an industry in which human intervention
remains dominant. The Brun de Vian-Tiran factory
relies on skills acquired during more than two centuries
of experience working on highly complex products:
prestige blankets, for which we are the leader in France.

you can make these products your very own, wrap
yourself in them and grow closer to a gentler, more
sublime world… let yourself be seduced by the
fabric which best reflects your unique personality.

Pour un quotidien
extrêmement doux
l’histoire
d’une rencontre

Our teams, artisans in noble fibres, know they can count
on their skilled hands and eyes for each step in the
process, and contribute extreme care to the quest for
perfection. They can thus create fabrics destined to be
totally soft and comfortable.
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La filaventure
musée sensoriel
des fibres nobles

In one wing of the Brun de Vian-Tiran factory, located in
the charming town of Isle-sur-la-Sorgue, you will find
the Brun de Vian-Tiran Filaventure: an hour and a half
of sensorial immersion in a fascinating world you can
see, hear, touch… our quest for noble fibres on the five
continents and beyond, creations inspired by nature, the
fifteen steps of fibre transformation skilfully carried out by
our teams, partnerships in design and in fibre selection…
In a tour guided by the Filambule, a fantasy character, our
fabrics tell their story here in Isle-sur-la-Sorgue.

Discover the wool-bearing animals which troop down
from the mountain, heading for the Filaventure. Travel
the world in a quest for the fines fibres it can provide.
Zoom in on wools from the alpaca, the llama, or the
cashmere goat under a microscope. Watch our factory
teams at work, and listen to their stories. Work real
machines yourself. Feel the fabric as it changes through
the different steps of its transformation. Then when night
comes, experience the softness nature can reveal by
draping yourself in our fabrics… giving an extra touch of
soul to your home and gently surrounding you every day.
For our younger visitors, have fun with a
booklet and an investigation to carry out with
Edgar, the little Brun de Vian-Tiran sheep.
Information: www.brundeviantiran.com
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blan ke ts

edito

L I GH T
Les E SSE N T I E LLE S

210 years, 8 generations. Today, as father and son as well as the
seventh and eighth generations leading our family enterprise, we have
decided to give an even greater openness to our future.
Even more open to our origins in noble fibres, with the first throw
in baby Mongol camel: Khomyn Tal, fruit of a partnership with two
NGOs and a nomad community in the Gobi Desert. This is part of
our contribution to sustainable development, to fair trade and to the
combat against desertification. It has given us a fabric which is light
and enveloping, refined and cuddly, natural and elegant, waiting for you
to discover it among our other new products.
Even more open to design, with the continuation of our partnership
with the top industrial creation school in France, the ENSCI-Les
Ateliers Design textile: a capsule collection of merino throws in
sophisticated colours and eye-catching patterns. But also with the
renewal of the felted wool Tapis d’Avignon floor rugs, invented by our
forefather Charles Tiran in 1830, and today reintroduced in the form
of delightfully decorative mats.
Even more open to the public with the Filaventure, our Noble fibre
sensorial museum which was recently inaugurated in one wing of
our buildings in Isle-sur-la-Sorgue: 460 m2 of museum and exhibition
space, featuring a 1.5 hour tour to share the magic and marvels of
our trade. Just over two and a half hours from Paris (arrival at the
Avignon TGV station), experience our commitment to a dialogue with
the public and our desire to spread the renown of the very special skills
preserved here in one of France’s oldest Living Heritage Enterprises.
What’s more, in the following pages you will discover the spring tones
of the Vaccarès herringbone shawl, the natural beauty of the Beja
fouta in wool and linen, with its Mediterranean spice shades, the
Tribu throw in ethnic patterns, the elegant Baby Llama Apolo throw
and blankets available in decorative colours, brightly striped Mohair
articles… and the latest fashion colours throughout the collection:
khaki, peacock blue, sienna, paprika, mustard…
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Their unique ability to regulated humidity gives
them outstanding properties which contribute
to our well-being.

Home interiors

PLEIN AIR
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OMEGA

V E RY WARM
Les E SSE N T I E LLE S

The result of natural selection over millions of
years, wool-type fibres have been created by Nature
to envelop and protect several mammal species.

The healthy microclimate they create makes them a
thermal regulator as well as an excellent ally in the
fight against allergies.

T em p erate

Brun de Vian-Tiran’s third century is the beginning of a new era of
openness and of creation for our unique noble fibre factory!
Pierre and Jean-Louis Brun
7th and 8th generations
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couvertures

légères

LIGHT blankets - THE ESSENTIALS

L es essentielles

NEW

Bleuet

Blanc

Coton

100 % Merino
260 g/m2

100 % Cotton
240 g/m2

A great Brun de Vian-Tiran classic, Nuage is the
all-time reference for summer blankets, but
also an ideal extra blanket between seasons. Its
honeycomb weave makes it a truly breathing cover,
while adding a further decorative touch to the
wide range of classical or modern-look colours
available.

Vert carnard

Lin

Nuage
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Mauve

Pétale

Moutarde

Rouge Passion

Bleu Nuit

The woolly cotton flower’s hydrophilic properties
and its natural lightness make it the obvious choice
for any summer bedding. This blanket is also
machine washable (delicate wool cycle).

DELICATE

Bleu Gris

180 x 240
220 x 240
240 x 260
Larger sizes :
please consult us

180 x 240
220 x 240
240 x 260
240 x 300
Pétale

Mauve

LIGHT blankets

Amande

Brume

Mastic

WO O L
Vanille

Ivoire

Blanc - Lin

Gris clair

Crème

Anthracite
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couvertures

légères
LIGHT blankets - THE REFINED

L es R A F F I N É E S

Canisses

MÉRILIN
20 % Linen • 80 % Merino
240 g/m2
Superbly uniting the vegetal and animal realms,
our Mérilin blanket combines the comfort and
breathing properties of wool with those of linen,
the ultimate summer fibre. Its herringbone weave,
mingling the two fibres, creates an elegant blend of
natural shades.
180 x 240
220 x 240
240 x 260
Larger sizes : please consult us

Canisses
10 % Linen • 90 % Merino
300 g/m2

Blanc

Lin

180 x 240
220 x 240
240 x 260
Larger sizes : please consult us
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LIGHT blankets

A basket-style weave uniting the unparalleled
comfort of wool with the natural coolness of linen,
a blend created in a range of pastel and powdery
colours to make your nights even sweeter.

couvertures

légères
LIGHT blankets - THE REFINED

L es R A F F I N É E S

Voile de Lit Belugue
100 % Mérinos d’Arles Antique®
150 g/m2

NEW

Voile de Lit Eole
Bordeaux

100 % Mérinos d’Arles Antique®
175 g/m2

Citron

Named with the Provencal word which means
“spark”, this is the lightest of our merino blankets
and a true bed voile, available in a timeless range
of classical colours. Its rice grain weave gives it an
even more refined appeal.

Blanc

Bleu paon

Orage

Cyprès

Revel in the enveloping softness and fluidity of
Mérinos d’Arles Antique® merino wool fabric,
designed for cool dawn temperatures. The whimsy
of its stripes and the range of colours make it a
go-anywhere decor item, perfect as a bed cover or
as a sofa throw. Also available in 150 x 200 cm.

260 x 260

Lin

Moutarde

Rose Pastel

Framboise

Saphir

Bleu Gris

Brume

LIGHT blankets
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Galet

260 x 260

Noir
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couvertures

légères

LIGHT blankets - THE OUTSTANDING

L es E X C E P T I O N N E L L E S
NEW

Yangir

Apolo

100 % Yangir
70 g/m2 • Gris naturel

100 % Mérinos d’Arles Antique®
230 g/m2

Extremely rare fibre from the fleece of the
Kirghizstan Ibex, with only the super-fine duvet,
barely three per cent of the fleece, retained for our
“Yangir”. As light as air, and in a highly distinctive
shade of grey which tones in beautifully with
different interior styles from the most classical to
totally contemporary.

Naturally contemporary shades of Bolivian baby
llama, skilfully woven with a technique derived
from satin, and available in two nuances de
colour: a modern, light blanket or bedcover with
incomparable softness.

Gris foncé / Gris clair

260 x 260

240 x 265
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LIGHT blankets

Brun / Noisette

Noir / Gris clair
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couvertures

TEMPÉRÉES

temperate blankets - THE ESSENTIALS

L es essentielles
NEW

NEW

Comtat

Réale

80 % Wool • 20 % Lambswool
520 g/m2
An essential in any home, this traditional blanket
results from the skilful combination of wools
selected from three continents - Europe, South
America and Oceania - to form an alliance of
puffiness and warmth, of softness and solidity.
In double-sided colours.

Terracotta/Ocre

Galet/Lin

Gris argile

Sable/Grège

Blanc

Terre de Sienne

Lin

Tabac

Ivoire

Larger sizes :
please consult us

France’s queen of merino blankets, a blend of
very fine ewe and lamb merino wools which we
have selected from three continents (Europe,
Australia and South America). This is a great Brun
de Vian-Tiran classic, offering you softness and
lightness in a wide range of colours.
Available in anti-dust mite treated white version
(except size 260 x 280).

180 x 220
220 x 240
240 x 260

Chamois/Miel

100 % Merino
380 g/m2

Moutarde

Sable

Chamois

Lin - Sable

Bois de Rose/Rose

20

Prune/Myrtille

Azur/Ciel

Gris foncé/Gris clair

Amande

Gris clair

Anthracite

Bleu Roy

Myrtille

Tomette

Temperate blankets

Blanc - Lin

180 x 240
220 x 240
240 x 260
240 x 300
260 x 280
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couvertures

TEMPÉRÉES

temperate blankets - THE ESSENTIALS

L es essentielles

Océane

Laure

50 % Merino • 50 % Lambswool
350 g/m2

100 % Lambswool
380 g/m2

Designed to be practical first and foremost but
without losing any of its softness, this fine merino
and lambs’ wool blanket also meets the need to
be machine washable (wool or delicate cycle). It is
available in baby blanket size.
Ivoire

WO O L
DELICATE

Baby bed size 110 x 150

180 x 240
220 x 240
240 x 260

Blanc

Rose Gris

Created from pure lambs’ wool selected from New
Zealand and Uruguay, Laure is a soft, light betweenseasons blanket. The most easily-affordable of
the Brun de Vian-Tiran blankets, it profits from
the same rigorous care from our skilled wool
craftspeople as our more top-of-the-line products.
Ivoire

Lin
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Garance

Cuir

Chamois

Bleu Nuit

Câpre

Anthracite

Temperate blankets

Ivoire

180 x 240
220 x 240
240 x 260
240 x 300
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couvert u re s

TEMPÉRÉES

temperate blankets - THE ESSENTIALS

L es essentielles
NEW

Assouan
100 % Cotton
420 g/m2
A springy, very velvety cotton blanket to cuddle
into in all seasons. The raised finish gives it
unprecedented softness and a beautiful moiré
velvet effect.

Blanc

180 x 240
220 x 240
240 x 260
240 x 300

Gris Clair
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Rose

Temperate blankets

Chamois

Anthracite
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couvertures

TEMPÉRÉES

L es R A F F I N É E S

temperate blankets - THE REFINED

NEW

Ecume uni

Daim/Beige

Grès/Miel

Lin/Opale

Camargue

Mohair

100 % Mérinos d’Arles Antique®
350 g/m2

100 % Mohair
400 g/m2

Pierre Brun, seventh generation managing the Brun
de Vian-Tiran factory, rediscovered the Mérinos
d’Arles Antique®, a breed of sheep sponsored by
Louis XVI, and with the aid of shepherds in the
Camargue region he has recreated an exclusive
herd. This wool is both precious and ideal, the finest
in Europe and the most crimped in the world. It is a
unique combination of the properties of softness,
warmth and breathability. Available in double-sided
colours, as well as in the historical pattern of our
factory: the iconic Camargue checkerboard.

Genêt

Grès

Indigo

Gardian

Galet/Lin

Argent

Blanc

Glacier

Blanc - Grès

Prune

Kaki
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Lin

Proudly adopted by many homes, the Mohair blanket
was created for the first time on the European
continent by Louis Brun, the sixth generation to run
our factory. Its lightness, softness, and extraordinary breathing properties make it the blanket for
total well-being. Its marvellous fibre comes from
the Angora goat, extremely white and gleaming,
and enables it to magnify dye colours and gives a
unique wispy feel.

Mauve

Ardoise

180 x 240
220 x 240
240 x 280
275 x 320

Temperate blankets

Anthracite/
Gris moyen

180 x 240
220 x 240
240 x 260
240 x 300
Galet/Lin - Ecume 260 x 280

Bleu Paon

Vieux Rose

Gris clair
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couvertures

TEMPÉRÉES

temperate blankets - THE OUTSTANDING

L es E X C E P T I O N N E L L E S

Chandigarh

Aliseo
100 % Superfine Cashmere
280 g/m2

KHOKAN
100 % Camel
390 g/m2 • Camel naturel
Traditionally an indispensible part of a wedding
trousseau in the east of France, the camel hair
blanket is warm and cosily enfolding. Brun de
Vian-Tiran selects the finest fibres from each camel
fleece and brings out the best of this superb raw
material with a shorn finish for an elegant velvety
product.

Blanc

Lin

The lightest and most “décor” of our cashmere
blankets. With a selection of Mongolian cashmere
giving a draped feel, a fashionable look and
elegant fall, it is available in a range of modern
colours.
180 x 240
220 x 240
240 x 260
Larger sizes : please consult us

Chandigarh

180 x 240
220 x 240
240 x 260
240 x 300

100 % Superfine Cashmere
300 g/m2

Gris/Blanc

Larger sizes : please consult us
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Temperate blankets

Miel/Blanc

Total gentleness, supple and soft, created from
pure Mongolian Cashmere, the Chandigarh is a
luxurious double-sided blanket in natural shades.
The expression “extreme softness” finds its true
representative here.
180 x 240
220 x 240
240 x 260

couvertures

chaudes

WARM blankets - THE ESSENTIALS

L es essentielles

NEW

Provence

Méribel

80 % Wool • 20 % Lambswool
630 g/m2

100 % Merino
475 g/m2

This is the reference for woollen blankets in France.
A traditional generously thick, warm blanket,
blending wools from three continents (Europe,
South America and Oceania), and in double-sided
colours.

Terracotta/Ocre

Sable/Grège
Sable/Grège

Galet/Lin

Sable/Grège

180 x 240
220 x 240
240 x 260
240 x 300
260 x 280

Ivoire/Ecru

Chamois/Miel

Galet/Lin
Ivoire/Ecru

Azur/Ciel

Prune/Myrtille

warm blankets
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Prune/Myrtille

Rose Gris/Rose

180 x 240
220 x 240
240 x 260
240 x 300

Chamois/Miel

Bleu nuit/Ciel
Bois de Rose/Rose

The thickest and warmest of our Merino blankets,
a blend of wools selected from three continents
(Europe, Australia and South America), in doublesided colours. The fineness of the Merino fleeces
we have chosen make it a very soft-feeling woollen
blanket.

Lin/Blanc

Gris foncé/Gris Clair

Gris foncé/Gris clair
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couvertures

chaudes
WARM blankets - THE REFINED

L es R A F F I N É E S

Cachemire
100 % Cashmere
360 g/m2

Blanc

Crème

Brun de Vian-Tiran has chosen Iranian Cashmere
for its very special properties, enabling the creation
of the ultimate Cashmere winter blanket. In natural
shades, it achieves an alliance of affordable luxury
with an enormous level of comfort and great
warmth.

Chamois

180 x 240
220 x 240
240 x 260
240 x 300
260 x 280
260 x 300

warm blankets
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chaudes
WARM blankets - THE REFINED

L es R A F F I N É E S

Champagne/Blanc

Sherpa

Alpaca

30 % Cashmere • 70 % Merino
380 g/m2

100 % Alpaca
550 g/m2

Step into the wonderful world of Cashmere with this
combination of the warmth given by very fine Merino
and the legendary feel of Cashmere. Double-sided
in natural shades.

So close to nature, the shorn finish and welcoming
thickness of this blanket from the fascinating
South American Alpaca reproduce the animal’s
marvellous fleece in a velvety double-sided product,
available in a wealth of natural shades.

Crème/Crème

180 x 240
220 x 240
240 x 260

180 x 240
220 x 240
240 x 260
240 x 300

Larger sizes :
please consult us
Chamois/Crème

Crème/Blanc

Gris/Blanc

warm blankets

Gris foncé/Gris clair

34

Café/Crème

Fauve/Gris clair
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WARM blankets - THE OUTSTANDING

Chamois/Crème

L es E X C E P T I O N N E L L E S

Gris foncé/Gris clair

Baby Alpaca 85

Cashgora

85 % Baby Alpaca • 15 % Worsted wool
400 g/m2

100 % Cashgora
450 g/m2 • Blanc naturel

Only the high plateaus of the Andes could give
Alpaca wool such fineness, softness and
refinement. Double-sided in natural shades, with a
magnificent moiré velvet finish.

Incredibly rare, this hybrid fibre comes from the
cross-breeding of Cashmere and Angora goats by
New Zealand farmers, an approach inspired by the
French engineer Antoine Rémy Polonceau in the
XIXth century. This blanket combines the softness
of Cashmere with the gleaming brilliance of Mohair.
A unique aesthetic pleasure, surprising softness,
outstanding well-being…

180 x 240
220 x 240
240 x 260
Larger sizes :
please consult us

180 x 240
220 x 240
240 x 260
240 x 300

warm blankets
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WARM blankets - THE OUTSTANDING

Champagne

L es E X C E P T I O N N E L L E S

Kaschmir

Suprême

100 % Superfine Cashmere
330 g/m2

100 % Superfine Cashmere
370 g/m2

We have selected Cashmere from the steppes of
Mongolia for its extreme softness, a feel so airy that
professionals describe it as “soapy”. This is a sober,
elegant collection in natural shades.

The fruit of input from the full range of our factory’s
skilled know-how: this blanket is the most refined
of our Cashmeres, with a “felted” finish which gives
it an unrivalled satiny draping and superb drop.

180 x 240
220 x 240
240 x 260
240 x 300

Uni Gris

Chamois

Blanc

180 x 240
220 x 240
240 x 260
240 x 300
260 x 280
260 x 300

Ecossais Prince de Galles
Gris/Blanc

warm blankets
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très chaudes

VERY WARM blankets - THE ESSENTIALS

L es essentielles
NEW

Phénix
85 % Lambswool • 15 % Wool
700 g/m2

Bordeaux/Rose

Cèdre/Amande

Marine/Ciel

The warmest of our woollen blankets, made from
85% lambs’ wool. It is given outstanding frothy
puffiness by a unique process exclusive to Brun
de Vian-Tiran: a steam-jet permanent crimping.
An oh-so-gentle reminder of blankets from days
gone by…

Sable/Grège

Galet/Lin

40

VERY WARM blankets

Chamois/Miel

180 x 240
220 x 240
240 x 260
240 x 300

Sable/Grège

Gris foncé/Gris clair
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très chaudes

VERY WARM blankets - THE OUTSTANDING

L es E X C E P T I O N N E L L E S

Ispahan

ALPACA TOISON

100 % Camel
530 g/m2 • Double-face Camel/Blond naturels

100 % Alpaca
1000 g/m2

The prestigious classic from Brun de Vian-Tiran
since the 1960s, this is a purchase to last a lifetime
and was traditionally indispensible for a wedding
trousseau in the east of France. The amazing fleecy
density of this blanket comes from a double-thread
weave. Double-sided, in natural brown and light
cream.

The latest addition to our collection is the thickest
of our prestige blankets. Its abundant generous
velvetiness is an irresistible siren song, calling you
to slide in and abandon yourself to the pleasure it
offers. Double-sided, in natural shades.

42

Crème/Gris foncé

180 x 240
220 x 240
240 x 260
Larger sizes :
please consult us

VERY WARM blankets

180 x 240
220 x 240
240 x 260
240 x 300
260 x 280
260 x 300

Gris clair/Fauve

43

oreillers
Camargue

Confidence

Filled with 100% Mérinos d’Arles Antique®
Satin cover
Zip fastener

Filled with 100% Virgin Wool Woolmark
Anti-dust mite
Wool quilted cotton cover
Zip fastener

For really revitalizing sleep, nothing replaces true
comfort: wool, the solution for revived well-being.
The natural features of our Mérinos d’Arles
Antique® fibre make this an authentically healthy,
breathing pillow. Two levels of head support,
depending on your personal preference.
Puffy version

45 x 70
50 x 75
65 x 65

The right choice for firm support, thanks to its highly
crimped Alpine wool. Padded envelope stuffed with
wool, Ultra-Fresh® anti-dust mite treatment.

45 x 70
65 x 65
repose nuque

Ø 11 L33

Light version

45 x 70
50 x 75
65 x 65

PILLOWS
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couettes

légères
LIGHT duvets - THE ESSENTIALS

L es essentielles

Delphes

Louisiane

100 % Wool from the Alps
200 g/m2
Percale cover

100 % Cotton
200 g/m2
Tissu cover

A very light woollen duvet which is just the right
weight for summer and between seasons, in a
beautiful cotton percale envelope.

In plant fibre perfectly adapted to the warm nights
of summer. Especially suitable for humid summer
climates.

140 x 200
160 x 200
200 x 200
220 x 240
240 x 260
240 x 300

140 x 200
160 x 200
200 x 200
220 x 240
240 x 260

light duvets
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47

couettes

légères
LIGHT duvets - THE REFINED

L es R A F F I N É E S

Camargue

Lin

100 % Mérinos d’Arles Antique®
150 g/m2
Percale cover

100 % Linen
300 g/m2
Percale cover

At 150g/m² this is the lightest of our duvets, filled
with Mérinos d’Arles Antique®, the finest wool in
Europe and one of the softest in the world.

Wrap yourself in the natural coolness of linen, the
ideal summer fibre.

Also available in a temperate climate version
(300 g/m²) and a very warm weight (500 g/m²).
140 x 200
160 x 200
200 x 200
220 x 240
240 x 260

140 x 200
160 x 200
200 x 200
220 x 240
240 x 260

light duvets
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49

couettes

TEMPÉRÉES

temperate duvets - THE ESSENTIALS

L es essentielles

L es R A F F I N É E S

Camargue

Soie

100 % Mérinos d’Arles Antique®
300 g/m2
Percale cover

100 % Natural Silk
250 g/m2
Pure cotton satin cover

An home essential: the best balance between
lightness and warmth, with the outstanding comfort
and breathing qualities of Mérinos d’Arles Antique®,
the finest wool in Europe and one of the softest in
the world.

All the refinement of a very special silk selected
by Brun de Vian-Tiran for its contribution to
a feeling of well-being: Tussah, which is not
only light but also relatively puffy, and whose
naturally hollow fibre adds insulation.

Also available in light (150g/m²) and very warm
(500 g/m²) versions.

This article is also available in a warmer
version (400 g/m²).
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140 x 200
160 x 200
200 x 200
220 x 240
240 x 260
240 x 300

temperate duvets

140 x 200
160 x 200
200 x 200
220 x 240
240 x 260
240 x 300
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couettes

TEMPÉRÉES

temperate duvets - THE OUTSTANDING

L es E X C E P T I O N N E L L E S

Camelia

Katmandou

100 % Camel Hair
200 g/m2
Satin cover

100 % Cashmere
250 g/m2
Satin cover

Soar away to the distant regions of Asia with
this prestige light-weight duvet filled with camel
hair. This very fine fibre is naturally warm, and
offers wonderful softness. A satin cotton envelope
completes the elegance of this prestigious article.
Also available in a warmer version (450 g/m2).

Revel in Cashmere’s intense softness, gentle
warmth, and feeling of wonderful lightness under
this all-season duvet.
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140 x 200
160 x 200
200 x 200
220 x 240
240 x 260

temperate duvets

140 x 200
160 x 200
200 x 200
220 x 240
240 x 260

Also available in a warmer version (400 g/m²).
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couettes

chaudes
WARM duvets - THE ESSENTIALS

L es essentielles

Plein Air
100 % Wool from the Alps
Anti-Dust Mite
450 g/m2
Percale cover
Anti-bacteria and anti-dust mite treated winter
duvet (Ultra-Fresh® treatment).

140 x 200
160 x 200
200 x 200
220 x 240
240 x 260

warm duvets
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55

couettes

chaudes
WARM duvets - THE ESSENTIALS

L es essentielles

Neptune

Omega

100 % Wool from the Alps
400 g/m2
Percale cover

100 % Wool from the Alps
450 g/m2
Pure cotton cover

Domestic machine-washable duvet, from a process
specially adapted by Brun de Vian-Tiran for hotel
bedding.

Discover the healthy comfort given by a woollen
duvet with our Omega, the first duvet created by
Brun de Vian-Tiran. A bedding leader for over
thirty-five years, ensuring a truly snug winter.

WO O L
DELICATE

140 x 200
160 x 200
200 x 200
220 x 240
240 x 260

140 x 200
160 x 200
200 x 200
220 x 240
240 x 260

warm duvets
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57

couettes

chaudes
WARM duvets - THE REFINED

L es R A F F I N É E S

Soie

Pamphile

100 % Natural Silk
400 g/m2
Pure cotton satin cover

30 % Silk • 70 % Wool from the Alps
350 g/m2
Pure cotton satin cover

A fibre which has been part of many traditions and
voyages: Brun de Vian-Tiran selects exclusively
Tussah silk, whose puffiness and insulating
properties enable the creation of duvets ensuring
true well-being.

This product unites the best properties of two noble
fibres, Tussah silk for its lightness and insulation,
and Alpine wool for extra puffiness.

Also available in a version for temperate climates
(250 g/m2).
140 x 200
160 x 200
200 x 200
220 x 240
240 x 260
240 x 300

140 x 200
160 x 200
200 x 200
220 x 240
240 x 260

warm duvets
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59

couettes

chaudes

WARM duvets - THE OUTSTANDING

L es E X C E P T I O N N E L L E S

Katmandou
100 % Cashmere
400 g/m2
Satin cover
Undisputed leader among prestigious noble fibres,
the Cashmere selected by Brun de Vian-Tiran is a
very special type outstanding for its lightness and
warmth. The height of luxury and a source of the
well-being you have dreamt of.
Also available in a version for temperate climates
(250 g/m²).
140 x 200
160 x 200
200 x 200
220 x 240
240 x 260

warm duvets
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61

couettes

très chaudes

VERY WARM duvets - THE REFINED

L es R A F F I N É E S

L es E X C E P T I O N N E L L E S

Camargue

Camelia

100 % Mérinos d’Arles Antique®
500 g/m2
Percale cover

100 % Camel Hair
450 g/m2
Satin cover

The warmest of our wool duvets. What better choice
than Mérinos d’Arles Antique®, the finest wool in
Europe and one of the puffiest in the world: totally
snug, protection from the chill of winter bedrooms.

Camel hair, sourced in Asia, is an extremely fine
noble fibre, and naturally very warm. Make an
exotic choice for the depths of winter.

Also available in light and temperate-climate
versions.
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140 x 200
160 x 200
200 x 200
220 x 240
240 x 260

very warm duvets

140 x 200
160 x 200
200 x 200
220 x 240
240 x 260

Also available in a version for temperate climates
(200 g/m2).
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SURMATELAS
Poséidon

Eté / Hiver

100 % Virgin Wool Woolmark Washable
650 g/m2
Tissu cover (100% Cotton)

Filling
Winter face: 550 g/m² • 100 % Wool from the Alps
Summer face: 300 g/m² • 100 % Cotton

Combine great comfort and practicality with
Poséidon, our machine washable wool-filled
mattress overlay.

Cover
Winter face: Satin cover (100% Cotton)
Summer face: 100% organic cotton

WO O L
DELICATE

A double-sided mattress overlay with the
best-adapted fibres chosen by Brun de Vian-Tiran:
a summer side in cotton, especially recommended
for humid regions, and the cosy puffiness of Alpine
wool on the winter side.
90 x 200
140 x 190
160 x 200
180 x 200

MATTRESS OVERLAY
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80 x 200
90 x 190
90 x 200
120 x 190
140 x 190
160 x 200
180 x 200
200 x 200

65

SURMATELAS
Somptueux

Camargue

100 % Wool of the Alps
1000 g/m2
Tissu cover (100% Cotton)

100 % Mérinos d’Arles Antique®
1000 g/m2
Percale cover (100% Cotton)

How could you not fall for the firm welcome given by
this overlay filled with highly-crimped Alpine wool,
and for the healthy comfort it offers in summer as
well as winter… The design of the “Meltem” stitching,
another Brun de Vian-Tiran creation, encourages air
circulation through a canal-like system. Gloriously
floating nights to come.

Opt for puffiness and softness combined: Mérinos
d’Arles Antique®, the finest wool in Europe and one
of the most crimped in the world, gives outstanding
comfort through its welcoming feel and humidity
control. The “Meltem” stitching design, a Brun de
Vian-Tiran creation, efficiently encourages humidity
control through a canal-like system. The ideal
addition to good bedding for healthy, re-invigorating
sleep.
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80 x 200
90 x 200
140 x 190
160 x 200
180 x 200
200 x 200

MATTRESS OVERLAY

80 x 200
90 x 190
120 x 190
140 x 190
160 x 200
180 x 200
200 x 200
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EDREDON

Gris clair/Gris foncé

Californie

Tapis d’Avignon

100 % Virgin Wool from France
450 g/m2

93 % Virgin wool • 7 % Cotton
1150 g/m2

Eiderdown-type bedspread (bed top cover), its pure
virgin wool filling ensures delicious warmth, while
the elegant double-sided satin envelope adds a
decorative touch to your bedroom.

Reviving a classic invented in 1830 by Charles
Tiran, Brun de Vian-Tiran has inaugurated the
renewal of our Tapis d’Avignon mats in a collection
of traditional and modern designs, with felted wool
woven on a Jacquard loom.

100 x 160
140 x 160
180 x 250
230 x 250

Camel/Café

Eiderdown / tapis d’avignon MATS

Ivoire/Sable

tapis d’avignon

All our floor rugs can be made with or without an
edging, to make the style even more individualized.
The edgings are made with a ribbon in Mérinos
d’Arles Antique® wool.

Prune/Myrtille

Without edging ribbon
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Collection Onirique

Tapis d’Avignon Unis double-face
With edging ribbon
70 x 120
100 x 140
140 x 200

With edging ribbon

NEW

70 x 120
70 x 300
100 x 140
140 x 200
160 x 240

Without edging ribbon
Gris clair/Gris foncé

Gris clair/Blanc

Sable/Brun

Tapis d’Avignon Dessin 252 double-face

70 x 120
100 x 140
140 x 200
To measure just contact us.

Sable

Azur

Gris

Without edging ribbon
70 x 120
70 x 300
100 x 140
140 x 200
160 x 240

Collection Carreaux de Ciment

To measure just contact us.

Gris clair/Blanc

Sable/Brun

Sable/Blanc

Blanc/Mousse

Blanc/Gris Clair

Azur

Jaune

Saumon

Blanc/Mousse

Blanc/Gris Clair

Bleu

Brun

Anthracite

tapis d’avignon MATS
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Bleu

Collection Chevrons

Tapis d’Avignon Dessin E Pois

Gris Clair/Noir

Moutarde

Collection Ben-Ourain

Tapis d’Avignon Dessin 404 Feuille de Chêne

Gris Clair/Noir

Gris

71

plaids
NEW

Moutarde

Paprika

NEW

BEJA

TRIBU

20 % Linen - 80 % Merino
260 g/m2
150 x 200 cm

100 % Mérinos d’Arles Antique®
220 g/m2
150 x 200 cm

Here, the coolness of linen has blended with the
softness of wool in a beautifully natural summerweight casual throw. The herring-bone weave
combines typical Mediterranean colours for a
guaranteed visual wow factor. Its carefully-selected
composition will surround you with gentle warmth
through your summer evenings. A throw to take
with you everywhere once winter’s chill has ended!

Inspired by the richness of the body painting
and sacred masks of certain African tribes,
the audacious, creative weft patterns set
the style for each throw in our Tribu range.
The contrasts of black and white together
with the short fringes of these throws give
them a definite breath of modernity. Our
Mérinos d’Arles Antique® wool contributes
its softness and combines warmth with
fluidity.

Curry

Dogon

150 x 200

150 x 200
Nouba

Sauge

Pavot

Senoufo

Poivre

Throws

72

73

plaids
NEW

Eole

100 % Mérinos d’Arles Antique®
230 g/m2
140 x 200 cm

100 % Mérinos d’Arles Antique®
175 g/m2
150 x 200 cm

Bordeaux

All the warmth and softness of the finest wool in
Europe, rediscovered by Brun de Vian-Tiran and
exclusive to our factory. The Camargue throw,
prepared from this rare fibre, reflects the very
essence of our territorial roots. The Gardian and
Damier designs reproduce the Camargue region’s
iconic traditional patterns.

Lin

Orage

Camargue

Orage

Hiver Carreaux

Cyprès

A genuine extremely light wool voile, with a
subtle, fresh-looking striped pattern, ready
to add a decorative touch to your home or
provide gentle warmth for your shoulders.
Equally perfect for outdoor living during
those long summer evenings.
Also available in 260 x 260 cm.
150 x 200

Rose Pastel

Framboise

Gardian Bure & Ecume

Saphir

Brume

Throws

Bleu gris
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Bleu paon

140 x 200

Galet

Moutarde
Damier Noir & Blanc

Citron

Noir

75

plaids

Lin

Blanc

Taupe

Daim

Café

Rose Poudre

Bordeaux

Orange

Bleu gris

Canard

Encre

Amande

Ardoise

Noir

Grès

Trois Mérinos

NEW

100 % Merino
210 g/m2
130 x 200 cm
Incredibly soft, elegant draping, and a range
of intense colours, in a blend of the finest,
softest Merino wools from three continents.
Generously sized at 130 x 200 cm.
Mimosa

130 x 200

Throws

76

77

NEW

Trois Mérinos
100 % Merino from France,
Australia and South America
250 g/m2

Margot

plaids

Marie

An official Excellence partnership has
made this capsule collection possible.
First, in the selection of the finest Merino
wools from three continents. Next came
the creation of colours and designs by the
students working in the ENSCI-Les Ateliers
workshops, the top French industrial design
school. Finally, our woolworker experts
prepared these throws for you.
140 x 180

Mathilde

Adeline

Camille

Robin

Zoé

Hanako

Throws

78

79

Blanc

Grès

Taupe

Daim

Bordeaux

Brume

Dragée

Rose ancien

Cassis

Indigo

Nuit

Fluo Turquoise

Coq de Roche

Mousse

Kaki

Ardoise

Noir

plaids
NEW

Mohair Unis
100 % Mohair
350 g/m2
140 x 180 cm

Vermillon

Genêt

A timeless must-have in many French homes, the
light and airy Mohair Brun de Vian-Tiran throw is an
aesthetic and sensual delight, with a natural gleam
which brings out the best in colours. After all these
years, it remains unique in its style.
140 x 180

Throws

80

81

Givré mousse

plaids
NEW

Croisure argent

Givré jaune

Croisure kaki

Givré rose

Croisure nuit

Mohair Dessins
100 % Mohair
350 g/m2
140 x 180 cm

Paysage Cultures

More than fifty years after the invention of
our Mohair blanket, Brun de Vian-Tiran is
continuing to create very special designs
for you, our very special customers… let
yourself be tempted.
140 x 180

Paysage Océan

Carreaux Indigo Bleuté

Arlequin

CREATION COCO HELLEIN

Paysage Orage

Copenhague

Bruges

Throws

London
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Carreaux Indigo Rosé

83

plaids

Pérou rayures Gris & filet Rouge

Ecossais Gris/Crème

Alpaca

Baby Lama

100 % Alpaca
300 g/m2
140 x 180 cm

100 % Baby Llama
200 g/m2
140 x 200 cm

A sacred animal for the Incas, the Alpaca
gives us wool in natural cream or grey
shades. Also find it highlighted by an elegant
red edging, giving a refined decorative
touch. A marvellous fibre, offering a rare
level of softness to the touch and comforting
warmth.

Gris clair

Crème

140 x 180
Gris foncé
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140 x 200

Throws

Chamois

Noisette

After a rigorous selection of the most
delicate, fluffy parts from the fleeces of
Bolivian first-shear baby llamas, our Baby
Lama offers you outstanding fine softness.
Its natural colours bring a gentle touch to
your home.

Brun
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plaids
NEW

Sienne/Gris Foncé

Apolo

Altiplano

100 % Baby Llama
290 g/m2
140 x 180 cm

100 % Baby Llama
300 g/m2
140 x 180 cm

Total chic and amazing patterns from a
skilfully applied satin-like weaving
technique, blending two natural shades of
baby llama for a vibrantly cosy effect.

Gris Clair/Crème

Noisette/Crème

Today available in three fashionable
colours.
Bleu Paon/Gris Foncé

The finest duvet from first-shear baby
llamas is woven here into a double-sided
fabric, for elegantly coloured, snugly warm
throws offering you immense softness.
140 x 180

Kaki/Gris Foncé

140 x 180
Café/Gris Foncé

Gris Foncé/Gris Clair

Noir / Gris Clair
Parme/Gris

86

Throws

Brun/Gris Clair

Gris Clair/Gris foncé

Bleu Gris/Gris

87

plaids
Yaka
95 % Yak • 5 % Superfine Cashmere
230 g/m2
140 x 180 cm

Blond

Three natural nuances of Yak hair in an
elegant derby pattern. Discover this
amazing fibre whose soft fineness is only
rivalled by its relaxing warmth.
140 x 180

Gris

Brun naturel

Throws

88

89

plaids

Blond naturel

NEW

Baby Camel

KHOMYN TAL

100 % Baby Camel
230 g/m2
140 x 200 cm

100 % Baby Camel
230 g/m2
150 x 200 cm

Natural shades from first-shear baby
Camels, with elegant draping – a great
classic.

Brun de Vian-Tiran has been developing
its network of ethically-working suppliers
for over 210 years. Today, our Factory is committed
to supporting an NGO working in Mongolia for the
preservation of the nomadic lifestyle and active in
pushing back desertification. Discovered there, a
selection of baby camels with outstandingly fine
fleeces has enabled the production of this fluffy,
soft, wonderfully cuddly throw. It will become
your home companion and an invitation to dreams of
distant destinations…

140 x 200
Camel

150 x 200
Camelino

90

Camel naturel

91

plaids
NEW

Sherpa

Chandigarh

50 % Cashmere • 50 % Merino
210 g/m2
140 x 180 cm

100 % Superfine Cashmere
230 g/m2
140 x 200 cm

Float into the dreamy world of Cashmere
with this elegant double-sided throw in
Cashmere and Merino wool: timelessly chic.

Champagne/Blanc

140 x 180

Gris/Blanc

Total softness, incomparable drop, refined
draping and subtle powdery colours unite
in this superfine Cashmere throw.

Chamois/Crème

Crème/Crème

Gris/Crème

140 x 200

Chamois/Blanc
Bleu/Gris

Parme/Gris

Encre/Gris

Noir/Gris

Grenat/Gris

Throws

92

Nude/Crème

Bure/Gris

93

Chevron derby corail

Chevron derby grenat

Chevron derby cuivre

Chevron derby anthracite

Chevron derby opale

Chevron derby jade

plaids
Kaschmir
100 % Superfine Cashmere
230 g/m2
140 x 200 cm
Our selection of the finest Cashmere in the
world, given a draped finish for supreme
softness in this elegant classic of a throw.
Terre & Marais

Prince de Galles Miel Blanc

Pattern

Prince de Galles

140 x 200

Prince de Galles Noir

Throws

94

Terre & Mer

95

Terre de Sienne

Rouge

Orange

Gris naturel

Daim

plaids
Kaschmir
100 % Superfine Cashmere
230 g/m2

Sphène

Our selection of the finest Cashmere in the
world, given a draped finish for supreme
softness in this elegant classic of a throw.
Champagne
Plain

140 x 180

Nuit

Lin

Ficus

Ardoise

Blanc

Throws
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97

châles
NEW

NEW

Pollen

Galet

Terracotta

Camel

Camargue

Vaccarès

100 % Mérinos d’Arles Antique®
140 g/m2
100 x 200 cm

100 % Mérinos d’Arles Antique®
170 g/m2
100 x 200 cm

Sienne

Rose poudre

Exclusive to Brun de Vian-Tiran: Mérinos
d’Arles Antique®, the finest wool in Europe
and one of the softest in the world, lovingly
woven into a shawl which enfolds you in
lightness and warmth.

Blanc

Merino wool which is the finest in Europe,
a Brun de Vian-Tiran exclusive, giving
an incredibly light veil of wool with a fine
herring-bone pattern and available in
muted colours.

100 x 200

Acier

Citron

Kaki

Daim

Rose

Rouge

Bordeaux

Bleu Lagon
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Saphir

Encre

Ardoise

Ocre

Bleu paon

Noir

100 x 200

Vert Canard

SHAWLS

Bleu Gris

Kaki

Noir
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châles
NEW
Pollen

Galet

Camel

Blanc

Citron

Kaki

Daim

Rose

Rouge

Bordeaux

Bleu Lagon

Encre

50 % Cashmere • 50 % Silk
150 g/m2
100 x 200 cm

Ardoise

Saumon

Blanc

Sphène

Rouge velours

Bleu velours

Kaki

A new noble fibre has joined our collection
of shawls: magnificent silk. Blended with
Cashmere, it will seduce you with its totally
refined feel and appearance. Its gleaming
shine brings out colours and light in a
glowing reminder of the Orient and exotic
travels. Take the Silk Road now…
100 x 200

Vert Canard

SHAWLS

Saphir

TOURFAN

100 % Superfine Cashmere
150 g/m2
100 x 200 cm
Wonderful lightness and an incredible
feel combine in this comforting Cashmere
shawl – the perfect complement for your
unique personality.
100 x 200

Acier

Bleu Gris

100

Terracotta

Kaschmir

Noir
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châles

ÉCHARPES
Yangir

Camargue

100 % Yangir
70 g/m2
100 x 200 cm • Gris naturel

100 % Mérinos d’Arles Antique®
230 g/m2
33 x 200 cm

A rare treasure: the Yangir, a Kirghizstan
Ibex living on the Himalayan foothills,
whose hair is a marvel of fine softness.
Brun de Vian-Tiran has chosen to work
with this fibre in extremely fine threads,
and to highlight the beauty of its natural
grey with an airy, feather-soft voile. A
precious companion for your years to
come.
100 x 200

33 x 200

Orage

Damier Noir

Gardian Bure

Galet

Lin

Baby Lama
SHAWLS / Scarves

100 % Baby Llama
200 g/m2
33 x 200 cm
33 x 200

Chamois

102

Gris foncé

Gris clair

Noisette

Crème
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ÉCHARPES
Trois Mérinos

Yaka

100 % Merino
210 g/m2 • 30 x 200 cm

95 % Yak
5 % Superfine cashmere
230 g/m2 • 33 x 180 cm

30 x 200
33 x 180

Orange

Rose poudre

Grès

Lin

Blanc

Brun naturel

Gris

Blond

Baby Camel
100 % Baby Camel
230 g/m2 • 33 x 200 cm
33 x 200

Bordeaux

Bleu gris

Encre

Noir

Camelino

Scarves

Taupe

104

Blond

105

ÉCHARPES
NEW

NEW

Kaschmir

Chandigarh

100 % Superfine
Cashmere
230 g/m2
33 x 200 cm
Only plain colors are
in 33 x 180 cm

100 % Cashmere
230 g/m2 • 33 x 200 cm
33 x 200

Nude/Crème

106

Bleu/Gris

Gris/Crème

Encre/Gris

Crème/Crème

Noir/Gris

Terre & Mer

Terre & Marais

Prince de Galles
Noir

Prince de Galles
Miel

Sphène

Prince de Galles

Rouge

Derby Opale

Ardoise

Derby Grenat

Gris

Derby Jade

Lin

Derby cuivre

Champagne

Derby corail

Blanc

Derby anthracite

107

Scarves

Parme/Gris

Chamois/Crème

33 x 180
33 x 200

1

3

2

4

5

6

7

8
1. Sheep wools: wools from France and the Alps for springiness and
warmth, wools from Australia for softness… 2. Mérinos d’Arles
Antique®, the finest wool in Europe, rediscovered by Brun de VianTiran and exclusive to our products. 3. Mulberry Silk for very soft
shawls, or Tussah silk for warm comforters. 4. Immensely soft
cotton perfectly adapted to humid climates. 5. Camel and baby
camel, for a fibre which is both very soft and very warm, from a
partnership with an NGO in Mongolia. 6. Linen: elegant, with its
easily-recognisable feel and the coolness so well-adapted to summer.
7. Mohair goat, whose long, gleaming white hair was first spun on the
European continent by Louis Brun.

10

9

8. Cashmere goat, with hair renowned for its special feel: Iranian for
warmth, Mongolian or Chinese for fineness and softness. 9. Yangir,
the Siberian Ibex: an incomparable fineness, elegant natural grey,
and an unforgettable feel. 10. Alpaca, baby Alpaca and baby Llama
from the Andes: long, soft hair, and an amazingly wide range of
natural tones. 11. Himalayan Yak, giving a very soft hair for throws
and men’s scarves. 12. Cashgora, a very rare hybrid, as shiny and
white as mohair and as soft as cashmere.
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Choix des dimensions
The choice of the dimensions
blankets

duvets

Size of the bed
(cm)

Size of the cover
(cm)

Size of the bed
(cm)

Size of the cover
(cm)

90 x 190

180 x 220 / 180 x 240

90 x 190

140 x 200

120 x 190

180 x 220 / 180 x 240

120 x 190

200 x 200

140 x 190

220 x 240

140 x 190

220 x 240

160 x 200

240 x 260 / 240 x 280

160 x 200

240 x 260

180 x 200

240 x 260 / 240 x 280

180 x 200

240 x 260

200 x 200

240 x 280 / 240 x 300

200 x 200

tailored

Customized sizes: consult us for a quote

Furnishings eco assessment list 2019

PILLOWS

QUILTS- EIDERDOWNS –
BED-COVERS

MATTRESS
OVERLAY
PADS
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SIRET : 562 620 633 00015 - N° d’identification TVA : FR 25 562 620 633 - Code NAF 1392Z

€ BT : € Before Taxes

Ecoparticipation code

Amount € BT
by article

Padded bedding article:
pillow with natural stuffing, per unit

048

0,05 €

11029130080

Padded bedding article:
quilt, eiderdown and bed-cover, with natural filling,
1 place = width < = 205 cm, per unit

094

0,10 €

Natural filling

11029130090

Padded bedding article: quilt, eiderdown and bed-cover,
with natural filling, 2 places = width > 205 cm, per unit

050

0,15 €

Natural filling

11028130100

Padded bedding article: Mattress overlay (not mattress), with
natural filling, Single person size = width < = 120 cm, per unit

094

0,10 €

Natural filling

11028130110

Padded bedding article: Mattress overlay (not mattress), with
natural filling, 2 places = width > 120 cm
and < = 140 cm, per unit

050

0,15 €

Natural filling

11028130120

Padded bedding article: Mattress overlay (not mattress), with
natural filling, 2 places = width > 140 cm, per unit

050

0,15 €

Type of filling

Product code

Natural filling

11031130000

Natural filling

Code wording
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• Crédit photos : Karolina Kodlubaj - Christelle Gilles - Stéphane Candé - Pierrick Verny - Atelier F11 - Philippe Médard - Claire Curt.
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